Model Structure
To simulate the process of TB pathogenesis, our model ( Figure 1 ) followed prior models in containing a compartment of susceptible persons (S), a latently-infected compartment (L) and an active TB disease compartment (T) 1 2 . Some people who become infected with TB do not manifest active disease but are infected in the dormant state of "latent TB", which is non-pathological (does not confer a higher risk of death when compared to uninfected persons) and is non-infectious; other infected people experience "primary progressive disease", which means they develop active (potentially deadly and infectious) TB disease soon after infection. Hence, the susceptible compartment has rates of flow to both the latentlyinfected compartment and the active TB compartment. Even latently-infected persons occasionally can, however, "reactivate" to active TB later in life, which is depicted in the model as flow from the latent compartment to the active TB compartment.
Some older models have divided the active TB compartment into two compartments, "noninfectious" and "infectious" active TB 1 . Others no longer separate non-infectious and infectious active TB, because active TB cases that were previously thought to be non-infectious are often infectious 3 . As a result, active TB cases are now thought to have a population distribution of infectiousness rather than a dichotomous separation into just two binary categories. Therefore, for people in the one active TB compartment, we multiply the contact rate c by the fraction of cases f that are sufficiently infectious to produce transmission, where the value of f is sampled from a probability distribution of possible values (see below) 4 . Because latent disease is a non-deadly state, the latent disease compartment is subject to the same mortality as the susceptible compartment. The active TB compartments have both background mortality and an additional mortality rate from active TB-induced death. The process of recovery from active TB is depicted as moving people back to the latent state compartment (that is, active TB may "regress" by chemotherapy or even by natural "self-cure" known as "natural regression") 5 , rather than moving to a separate "recovered persons" compartment. These people can relapse from the latent compartment back to the active disease compartment because of reactivation of dormant bacteria or reinfection with TB during latent disease, both of which can lead to active TB. (Later in this Appendix, we compare this approach to modeling pathogenesis to other approaches, by applying formal model selection criteria to examine which among three alternative models provides the most parsimonious fit to population-level TB rates).
Figure 1: TB pathogenesis described by the model, using the same structure as prior models 6 7 . Smoking is integrated into the model by altering the rates of flow between compartments to reflect how smokers have different TB infection and mortality risks; HIV is similarly incorporated. These modifications are detailed below.
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Model equations
The model can be described by a series of ordinary differential equations specifying the rates of change in the populations of each compartment over time, t, using the notation in Table 1 . The size of the susceptible compartment increases from births (b) among the total population N(t), and decreases as people become infected or die (from both TB and non-TB causes). The infection rate depends on the number of people with active TB, T(t), who can infect susceptible people (i.e., the number of new infections is dependent upon the number of currently-infectious people). The T(t) infected people can make c contacts and potential transmissions of TB per unit time (i.e., the number of new people they come into close contact with and cough on, potentially transmitting Mycobacterium tuberculosis bacilli); fraction f of the infected people T(t) are infectious and capable of transmitting the disease during these contacts. Therefore, the rate of infection is cfT(t) per unit time. Among the newly-infected people, a fraction p undergo primary progression (rapid progression) to active TB and (1-p) develop latent disease (which can become active TB later). Therefore, the rate of infections leading to active TB is pcfT(t) and the rate of infections leading to latent disease is (1-p)cfT(t). Deaths from the susceptible compartment occur at rate µ per unit time.
Because smoking affects the risk of infection, we modify the rate of infection to reflect smokers' higher relative risk of infection. We define the proportion of the population who smokes P S (t) for any given time t, and the relative risk of infection among these smokers r ST . If the rate of infection is cfT(t) for nonsmoking susceptible people (proportion (1-P S (t)) of the population), then the infection rate will be r ST cfT(t) among the proportion P S (t) of the population who smoke. Hence, the overall rate of infection will be (1-P S (t))cfT(t) + P S (t)r ST cfT(t) = (1-P S (t)+P S (t)r ST )cfT(t).
We apply the same logic to the higher background (non-TB) death rate that affects smokers (from cardiovascular disease, cancers, etc.). The nonsmoking susceptible proportion of the population (1-P S (t)) dies at rate µ, while the smoking proportion of the population P S (t) die at a higher rate denoted µ S . Hence, the overall mortality rate from the susceptible compartment will be (1-P S (t))µ + P S (t)µ S .
Combining all these factors leads to equation 1, which describes the flow of people into and out of the susceptible compartment:
The number of latently-infected people increases as new infections become latent infections and as active TB cases regress back to latency. The latently-infected compartment is decreased by the rate at which latent cases reactivate to active TB disease, and the rate at which latent cases die.
The rate of infections entering the latent compartment is (1-p)cfT(t), as described above. The rate at which active TB patients regress to latency is defined by two possibilities: regression can occur either by chemotherapy or by natural self-regression. Chemotherapeutic regression occurs when proportion δ of active TB cases are detected and treated at rate ε, of which proportion κ successfully regress; natural selfregression occurs at rate σ. Hence, the rate of flow from active TB to latent disease is δεκ+σ.
The rate at which latently-infected people become active TB cases is composed of two pathogenic possibilities: natural "reactivation" of latent disease (which occurs at rate v) 1 , and "exogenous reinfection," in which latently-infected persons are re-exposed and re-infected with TB, potentially causing them to experience primary progression to active TB. Exogenous reinfection transitions a person from latent to active TB when they are infected at rate cfT(t) (as with susceptible people), but proportion x of the latentlyinfected people are not immune to re-infection (i.e., have not built up sufficient immunity from their prior infection). Of those people, proportion p undergo primary progression to active TB (the same p as the proportion of newly-infected susceptible people who undergo primary progression and become active cases). Hence, the rate at which people are exogenously re-infected is xpcfT(t). The total rate at which people move from the latent TB to active TB compartment is therefore the sum of the rate of "reactivation" and the rate of "exogenous reinfection" for a total rate of v + xpcfT(t).
Finally, those dying from latent TB only include those who are killed by the background non-TB death rate µ, because latent TB does not confer an additional mortality from TB itself.
Smoking changes the rate of new infections, as described above, such that the rate of infections that become latent will be (1-p)cfT(t) for nonsmoking susceptible people (proportion (1-P S (t)) of the susceptible population), and r ST (1-p) cfT(t) among the proportion P S (t) of the susceptible population who smoke. (Note that the variable p is the conventional TB variable for the proportion of infected persons who undergo primary progressive disease, while P S is the proportion of the susceptible population who smoke.) Hence, the overall rate of new infections entering the latent compartment from the susceptible compartment will be (1-P S (t)) (1-p) 
cfT(t) + P S (t)(1-p)r ST cfT(t) = (1-P S (t)+P S (t)r ST )(1-p)cfT(t).
Among latently-infected patients, we account for the proportion of the population who smoke P SL (t). The proportion of latently-infected persons who are exogenously re-infected (xpcfT(t), as explained in the basic TB model description) will be modified by smoking, such that the rate of exogenous reinfection will be xpcfT(t) for nonsmoking susceptible people (proportion (1-P SL (t)) of the population) and will be r ST xpcfT(t) among the proportion P SL (t) of the population who smoke. Hence, the rate of exogenous reinfection will be (1
-P SL (t))xpcfT(t) + P SL (t)r ST xpcfT(t) = (1-P SL (t)+P SL (t)r ST )xpcfT(t).
Finally, we must adjust the non-TB background mortality rate among latently-infected people to reflect the higher background mortality rate among smokers than nonsmokers. The proportion (1-P SL (t)) of latently-infected persons die at rate µ, while smoking proportion P SL (t) die at higher rate µ S . Hence, the overall mortality rate from the latently-infected compartment will be (1-P SL (t))µ + P SL (t)µ S . There is no additional mortality from active TB in this group, since latency is a non-pathogenic state.
Hence, equation 2 describes the flow into and out of the latently-infected compartment: as:
The number of active TB cases increases as people are infected and progress to active TB (from either the susceptible or latent compartments) and decreases when active TB cases regress to latency or die.
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As explained above, the population of infected people who undergo primary progressive disease is pcfT(t). Latently infected people enter the active TB compartment by natural reactivation rate v and the exogenous reinfection rate xpcfT(t). The rate of regression to latency is defined through chemotherapy (proportion δ detected, started on therapy at rate ε, and proportion κ successfully treated to produce regression) and natural regression (rate σ), such that the rate of movement from active to latent TB is δεκ+σ. Finally, death from active TB can occur due to background (non-TB) deaths at rate µ as well as TB deaths at rate µ T .
The rates of entry from the susceptible and latent compartments to the active TB compartment are modified by smoking as described earlier, as is the rate of active TB mortality to reflect the risk for active TB death among smokers. If the proportion of active TB cases that smoke is P ST (t), then the background (non-TB) death rate will be µ S among proportion P ST (t) of actively-infected persons who smoke and µ among non-smokers (proportion 1-P ST (t)). The TB-related mortality rate will be increased by relative risk r SM among smokers P ST (t), while being unchanged among portion (1-P ST (t)) of TB-infected persons who do not smoke.
Hence, equation 3 describes the rate of flow into and out of the active TB compartment:
These equations were programmed into MATLAB version R2010b (MathWorks, Natick, MA) to perform the simulations. Table 1 of the primary manuscript shows the model parameter values, using log-normal distributions to describe the uncertainty in values 2 4 . Because the natural history parameters are derived from historical data prior to the smoking era, the rates of contact and natural progression do not incorporate the effect of smoking (i.e., our inclusion of the relative risk increase from smoking is not redundant with the other parameters). Following standard convention for TB models, parameters describe TB pathogenesis for persons above the age of 15, who constitute the majority of both TB transmission and TB case burden 2 . The natural history parameters are derived from a series of back-calculations from prevalence studies during prior TB epidemics as well as model-fitting exercises described in prior analyses 2 . To further justify the parameter values employed to simulate the impact of smoking on TB, we provide a more extensive review of prior studies examining the impact of smoking on TB in Table 2 . Table  3 incorporates the results of prior studies that were included in the 2007 meta-analysis by Lin et al., and three additional studies published since 2007 quantifying the magnitude of smoking effects on TB infection or mortality risk. We replicated and updated Lin's meta-analysis using STATA's metan procedure to provide estimates and 95% confidence intervals around the effect sizes of smoking on TB infection and mortality, displayed at the end of appendix Table 2 .
Model parameterization
Natural history parameters
The risks of TB infection and progression in former smokers are the same as in nonsmokers according to a recent prospective cohort study among 486,341 adults that found smoking cessation reduced the risk of TB mortality to a level statistically indistinguishable from the population that had never smoked. 2 Furthermore, data from a multi-center TB case-control study on tobacco cessation indicates that the reduction in risk among active TB smokers occurs quickly enough that it is significantly manifest as a reduction of mortality to non-smoker levels during the course of TB therapy. 36 Hence, we simulated former smokers as returning to non-smokers' TB infection and mortality risks in this model.
HIV has a profound effect on TB pathogenesis and overall TB epidemic progression, so we used the common method of taking the weighted average (based on HIV prevalence each year) of the relevant HIV-positive and HIV-negative parameter values to incorporate HIV's impact on each parameter in the model (manuscript Table 1 (see manuscript Table 1 , row 5, columns 5 and 6). New weighted averages for each parameter in Table 1 are calculated for each year based on the HIV prevalence that year. 
Regional Parameters and Variables
Unlike the natural history parameters in manuscript Table 1 , some components of the model vary with time and by WHO region: the proportion of active TB cases detected (δ), the proportion of detected active TB cases that are successfully treated (κ), the prevalence of smoking (P S (t), P SL (t), and P ST (t)), and HIV prevalence. We estimated these parameters and variables as functions of time by fitting regression models to data from each WHO region.
TB detection and treatment rates
We estimated δ and κ over time by fitting saturating exponential functions to annual case detection and treatment success data for each WHO region from 1994 to 2008, 40 41 ]:,
, s is the asymptotic steady-state level (80% for case detection and 90% for treatment, based on WHO estimates of the trajectory of regional rates 42 ), t 0 is a parameter that shifts the curve left or right, and τ is the time constant for approaching steady state. Table 3 provides estimates for t 0 and τ for each WHO region and Figure 2 shows the raw data and fits. 43 . A saturating exponential function (solid lines) was fit to data points for each WHO region to estimate the percent of cases detected, δ, , and the percent of cases successfully treated, κ, , at each time in the model simulation for each WHO region (Table 4) . These were projected into the future to perform model simulations.
HIV prevalence
HIV prevalence in each region was similarly estimated by regressing a double-logistic equation to United Nations data from 1990 to 2009 44 (Table 4 , Figure 3 ). This double-logistic equation simulates the initial epidemic rise of the disease, its peak, and then decline to an asymptotic steady-state, and is the model of choice in simulating HIV prevalence as described in the UNAIDS Estimation and Projections Package 45 : In Equation 5, the parameters are a peak prevalence (a), rate of epidemic rise (α), an asymptotic (steadystate) prevalence (b). a rate of epidemic fall (β) to the steady-state, and a year at which the epidemic reaches half of its peak (t 1/2 ). Table 5 for details.
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Smoking prevalence
Because regional smoking prevalence data are available only at scattered times for each WHO region 43 , we estimated regional smoking prevalence over time using the UN Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) data on tons of tobacco consumed annually in each region 46 . Both smoking prevalence (among each gender for persons aged >15 years) and total tobacco consumed are available for each WHO region in 1991 47 . We calculated the ratio between smoking prevalence and total tobacco consumed per capita in 1991, corrected for gender distribution, then multiplied annual total tobacco consumption by this ratio to estimate annual smoking prevalence (Figure 4 ). 
Smoking scenarios
We created three alternative scenarios for future smoking prevalence trends in each WHO region: (1) a baseline scenario in which smoking rates follow recent trends, (2) a pessimistic scenario in which smoking increases to high levels (an "upper bound"), and (3) an optimistic scenario in which smoking decreases dramatically in response to tobacco control efforts (a "lower bound"). In the baseline scenario, smoking rates continue changing at the same annual rate as from 2005 to 2010 (Figure 4) up to a maximum of 40% (the maximum in any overall WHO region to date) 47 ( Figure 5a ). In the pessimistic scenario, smoking prevalence rates rise at twice the global average rate observed from 2005 to 2010, 0.72%/year, up to a maximum of 50% (maximum rate in any country among persons >15 years of age) 47 ( Figure 5b ). In the optimistic scenario, smoking prevalence follows the baseline simulation until 2015, then falls by 1%/year (the rate of decline observed in some U.S. states that have strong tobacco control programs) p. 13 of 21 p. 14 of 21
Effect of Passive Smoking and HIV-smoking synergy
Studies available to date suggest that passive smoking may increase the relative risk of TB infection by a magnitude equal to that of active smokers, but passive smoking does not appear to increase the relative risk of mortality among active TB patients 21 26 . To incorporate the higher risk of TB infection among passive smokers, we increased the population size of persons at risk for the higher smoking-related relative risk of TB infection in equations (1)- (3) by replacing the smoking prevalence P S in the infection rate expression
with prevalence P S ' that represents the combined active and passive smoking prevalence, yielding equations (1a)-(3a) (this is more parsimonious than creating a separate compartment, but is equivalent because when a separate compartment is added with the same infection risk between passive and active smokers, the two collapse into this more simplified set of equations):
(Note that the smoking prevalence in the mortality section of the equations was not changed.) We set P S ' to 1.4 times the value of P S (sampling, in uncertainty analyses, across a normal distribution with the 95%CI set to 1.1-1.6) based on prior estimates of the typical relative proportion of the population exposed to passive smoke 47 . We also performed a simulation in which we accounted for the possibility that HIV and smoking synergize to increase mortality beyond each of their individual effects-an assertion based on limited cohort data (though these analyses do not find evidence for a smoking-HIV synergy for primary TB infection) 50 51 . We incorporated this potential synergy by increasing the mortality rate among HIV+ smokers to reflect a 7-month shorter lifespan among this group beyond the individual impact of smoking and HIV (varied from 5 to 9 months, 50 52 ). The results of the passive smoking and HIV-smoking synergy simulations are described in the main text, and depicted in Figure 6 . We depict three alternative smoking trajectories, a scenario incorporating both passive and active smoking ("passive" bar), and a synergistic higher mortality rate among persons affected by both HIV and smoking ("HIV synergy"). Negative bars in the optimistic scenario occur because smoking first produces a lower prevalence due to its high mortality impact (resulting in fewer infectious cases alive to infect others), then tobacco control lowers TB risk for future generations to nearly non-smoking levels. Hence, fewer net cases are produced in the optimistic scenario than in the scenario without smoking, demonstrating the benefits of aggressive tobacco control. Baseline Optimistic Pessimistic Passive HIV synergy
Model selection
We compared the model to other common models of TB epidemics in terms of the trade-off between model complexity and parsimony. Models with a greater number of parameters may look more "realistic" and will always allow a model to fit data more easily due to more degrees of freedom (more adjustable parameters), but may have poor validity or highly uncertain values 53 . To balance the need for realism in a model against the desire for parsimony, we used "information criteria", which are objective scoring systems to compare a model's fit to given data against the number of parameters in the model used to fit that data. When a model predicts data better using less parameters, it gets a better score, and vice versa.
The most widely-accepted of these scoring systems is the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 54 55 , defined as: (9) ) ln( 2 RSS n k AIC + = , in which k is the number of parameters being fit, n is the number of data points, and RSS is the residual sum of squared errors between the model fit and data. A lower AIC score is better, and a greater than 10-point difference in scores is considered a statistically significant difference between models 56 . We compared the model in Figure 1 with an earlier, more complex model structure that the first author published for another TB study 57 and a recent WHO model 58 ( Figure 7 ). We fit the three alternative models to each WHO regions' annual TB prevalence, incidence and mortality data from 1990 to 2008 59 using a simulated annealing algorithm in MATLAB version R2010b (Mathworks, Natick, MA) 60 . The algorithm starts with the median value of each natural history parameter distribution and varies the value across its distribution (manuscript Table 1 ) to find the parameter values that minimize the residual sum of squared errors between the model and data. (We used published equations and parameter distributions for models 2 and 3 57 58 .) Table 5 displays the SEA region result, which produced the smallest difference in AIC scores between the models (hence, is the most critical of the winning model). Model 1 has a significantly smaller AIC score than the other two models (ΔAIC>10). Table 6 shows that Model 1 provides good fits to the data from each WHO region. We validated the data against annual case notification and annual risk of infection data from each WHO region from 1990 to the present 59 to ensure that all estimates were within 5% error prior to further simulation. Hence, we believe the presented model is improved compared to the two alternatives in that: (1) with regard to validation, the new model is more extensively validated against external data than earlier models; (2) with regard to TB pathogenesis, the new model incorporates recent discoveries about TB by incorporating factors like regression to latency and exogenous reinfection; and (3) with regard to predictive accuracy, the new model is capable of predicting longitudinal trends in every WHO region using fewer uncertain parameters than the older models, as quantified by the objective AIC statistic. 
Uncertainty Analysis
We computed the means and standard errors reported in the main text by performing Monte Carlo simulations with 10,000 replicates, sampling TB natural history parameters from their log-normal distributions listed in Table 2 , and using normal distributions built around the mean and 95% confidence intervals for the case detection and treatment rates (Table 3 ) and HIV prevalence (Table 5) . Each parameter value for each simulation run was selected independently of the other parameter values. Smoking prevalence trajectories were fixed for each scenario. All uncertainty and sensitivity analyses were performed in MATLAB version R2010b (Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Sensitivity Analysis
We also performed a univariate sensitivity analysis to examine how varying each parameter across the distributions shown in Table 2 affected the estimated TB incidence, prevalence and mortality predictions from the model for the year 2050 (Figure 8) . We used the SEA region for the sensitivity analysis because this region is in the middle of the other regions for smoking prevalence, HIV prevalence, TB case detection, TB treatment success, and TB disease burden.
These analyses revealed that our model behaves similarly to prior models of TB. As with many TB models 2 4 57 61-63 , the parameter with the greatest impact on future projections is the percent of newlyinfected persons who undergo rapid primary progressive TB (this finding confirms that our model simulates the natural history of TB similarly to the cited prior models). Similarly, we find that the future rate of case detection will have the most significant impact on future TB burden among other exogenous (non-natural-history) parameters, consistent with the expectation that the number of active TB patients treated and rendered non-infectious will have an important impact on the number of future infections. The sensitivity analysis also finds that if our estimate of the relative risk of TB among smokers is low, the incidence of TB could be underestimated by as much as 50 per 100,000 persons, and the estimate of mortality by as much as 30 by 100,000 persons ( Figure 8 , plots d and f). 
